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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My full name is Christian Paul Jordan.  I am a residential landlord and developer 

based in Christchurch. I have been involved in property in Christchurch since 1996. 

 

1.2 I have previously submitted to the Panel on the Residential, Commercial and 

Subdivision Chapters. 

 

1.3 I do not own any property in the Stanleys Rd area and the submission is purely as a 

Christchurch resident. 

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 The scope relates the proposal to rezone both sides Stanleys Rd and Wooldridge Rd as 

Industrial Park. 
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3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

3.1 Stanleys Rd is a rural location almost unique on the northern outskirts of Christchurch 

with its established trees and lifestyle properties.  It is a popular route for residents to 

walk, drive or cycle.  I have for 30 years enjoyed driving down the road when passing 

through the area. 

 

3.2 Rezoning the area as Industrial Park will completely destroy the area’s character 

unless special provisions are incorporated. 

 

3.3 Given the proximity to the city and airport, it is likely that more intensive development 

would occur at some point in the future, but the special character of Stanleys Rd and 

its value as a green belt should be considered. 

 

3.4 If the zoning must change (despite more appropriate locations on Russley and Johns 

Rd being available, then there should be special conditions on the development in this 

location in order to retain the special rural and treed character of Stanleys Rd 

including retention of existing trees, substantial building setbacks to Stanleys Rd of 

say 20 or 30m, with say 70% of the setback area being landscaped.  Also generous 

setbacks from neighbouring properties that remain rural lifestyle properties should be 

maintained (no less than 10m). 
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4.  Stanleys Rd: 

 

4.1 Stanleys Rd has a very special character in the rural northern outskirts of Christchurch.  

It is a delightful rural street within walking distance of nearby residential areas.  As 

such it can be popular for walkers, cyclists and Sunday drivers.  There is considerable 

amenity value in its current form and rezoning to Industrial Park should not be 

undertaken without due consideration of its special character and value. 

 

4.2 In my view, it would be preferable for sites fronting Johns and Russley Rds (although 

not those between the Avonhead Cemetery and Russley Rd nor those fronting or with 

access from Hawthornden Rd), which were also identified in the LURP to be rezoned 

in advance of Stanleys Rd, if more Industrial land is required. 

 

4.3 The issue with rezoning more land for Industrial Parks near the airport is that the 

Industrial Park north of Russley Rd is far from full, the central city has copious 

amounts of land that could take the same activities and demand for this type of land is 

waning after a surge of post earthquake activity.   

 

4.4 I note that a large site (over 1ha) recently for sale in similar zoning to the proposed on 

Roydvale Ave (former Lake Bryndwr) has merely become a contractors yard (Frews) 

rather than any more productive or appropriate use.  Historically the William 

Pickering Drive technology park took the better part of 30 years to reach its current 

level of development, and for one or two decades buildings sat isolated and 

outnumbered by vacant lots. 

 

4.5 Should such a large area be rezoned, isolated and inappropriate warehouse type 

buildings could be built in the street, which would be both a visual eyesore to 

neighbouring properties and to those approaching and departing the city from the air 

(clearly visible by passengers at take off and landing at Christchurch International 

Airport). 

 

4.6 Should it prove absolutely necessary to rezone the Stanleys Rd precinct, then I suggest 

that there be considerable road setbacks of 20 or 30m from Stanleys Rd (with 70% of 

that area being set aside for landscaping) and that as many of the trees (especially the 
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poplars and elms etc) be retained in a similar way to that along Grahams Rd near 

Rembrandt Place.  Also a decent setback of at least 10m from internal boundaries to 

neighbouring properties in residential or rural use should be maintained.  

 

4.7 In addition there should be restrictions keeping the buildings to a high standard (such 

as the existing Tait buildings nearby and the William Pickering technology park).  

Allowing more general warehousing and industrial activities in this special zone 

would destroy the special character of the area. 

 

4.8 The special character of the area and its amenity value is best shown by photographs 

of the area (I would strongly implore that those considering the fate of this area 

actually visit the location in person). 

 

 

Above: Looking south just before 75 Stanleys Rd (midway between Harewood and Wairakei. 
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Above: 75 Stanleys Rd 

 

Near 82 Stanleys Rd.  Rural lifestyle 
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Above: Stanleys Rd looking south from near Harewood Rd. 
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